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* Japan hs ecomc me hn e with Asia av ur: 1995t y sw

increases over 1994 in Asia-related Japanese trade (exports up
20% and imports up 24%> while 1994 <latest nunmbers) saw strong
growth in FDI (46%) and bank loans (20%) . Some of this
increase represented a cyclical rebound, but it also reflected
a structural shif t of production by Japanese firms offshore,
both ta traditional partners (eg the NIEs and ASEAN) and ta
newer ones (eg China, Vietnam, Euruia and India).

* The Japanese Government's response has been positive, but the.
debate is intertwined with broader questions of foreign policy
and domestic concerns on industrial "lhollowing out".

* Japanese ODA and EximBank financing have long supported the
activity of Japanese f ixms in Asia, and are beginning ta
respond ta the.recent surge in corporate activity there.

* A formai yen bloc is unlikely ta emerge soon, but incrementa
1 increases in the regional use of the yen for trade pricing,
capital movements and foreign reserves are probable.

* APEC, as a trans-Pacific entity, will continue ta b. JapanIs
favoured regianal econoznic forum, but closer informal liniks
with more "Asian" groups are also likely.

* While Asia is becoming the most important region economically
for Japan, the reverse is flot necessarily true. East Asia in
particular has other economic options and drivers, especially
intra-regional trade and investment. The EU will be an
increasingly important outside player as well.

* JapanIs strengthened Asia focus will not seriously affect
Canadian trade flows or inward FDI f rom Japan, but vill
strengthen opportunities for third-country corporate synergy
and for governmental cooperation in regional fora.
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For the purposes of this paper, "East Asia" is defined as China,
Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, the seven ASEAN states, Laos, Cauibodia
and Myanmar. 'Asia" adds the rest of the continent, as f ar west as
the Central Asian Republios but excluding the eastern parts of
Russia. "Asia-Paci.fic" includes East Asia plus Australia, New
Zealand, Papua New Guinea and the four American iuembers of APEC.

Major sources are detailed in the Appendix.

(Il) PRIVATE SECTOR TRENDS: TRADE AND INVESTMENT

The Japanese and international ecQnomic media, fuelled by
statements f rom politicians, senior off iciais and businessmen, have
over the past few years drawn a strong picture of Japanese
companies throwing increasing resources into expansion of foreign
commerce. This is depicted by some as an inevitable resuit of the
rising yen (endaka> and increasing globalization of industry, by
some as positive factor in generating and strengthening trade and
investment for Japan, and by others as a negative factor in
damaging domes tic economic growth and ezuployiuent prospects through
the process of kudoka (holl.owing out). Particular focus is placed
in this debate on burgeoning trade and investmerit relationis with
Asian countries. A f ew examples:

-- Akai Electric announces the transfer of its VCR production
f rom Japan to Malaysia and China. Ail of Akai's audio-visual
manufacturing will now be offshore.
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-- Yaohan is a key player in the Japanese-Chinese consortium
that opens the world's largest department in Shanghai.

- Japanese leasing giant Orix announces a three-year plan to
increase offshore assets in Asia by 30% to 520 billion yen.

- Japanese advertising giant Hakuhodo announces the opening
of an office in Hanoi, its llth offshore site in Asia.

-- The Overseas Construction Association of Japan reports that
77% of its members' foreign work in FY94-95 was in Asia, as
compared to 46% in FY90-91.

-- A Nomura Research report indicates that more Japanese
subsidiaries were set up in Asia in the period 1987-93 (2544)
than in the whole period 1951-86 (2045).

-- MITI reports that sales by Japanese subsidiaries in East
Asia in FY93-94 came to 9.6 trillion yen, about double the
figure for 1988.

-- A study by the Australian foreign ministry predicts that
Japan-China trade will surpass Japan-USA trade (currently
second in size only to Canada-USA trade) by the year 2015.

ývidence for stronger trade and investment flows is more than
anecdotal, but may at the same time be less revolutionary than
>unds.

ý I for example provides absolute numbers, growth patterns and
>nal shares for Japanese exports and imports over the period
-95. It shows that Asia is in fact the most important
.nation for Japanese exports (overtaking North America in 1991
reaching US$201 billion last year) and the most important
:e for imports (US$155 billion last year) . Asia has also shown
'astest growth of any major region in .both categories over the
five years (105% and 57% respectively). And in 1995, Japan
L for the first time to export more machinery to Asia than it
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TABLE I:
JAPANESE TRADE WITH OTHER MAJOR REGIONS (1979-94)

(a) Magnitude of Japanese export/imports, by region (US$ Billions)

YEAR TO/FROM TO/FROM TO/FROM TOTAL
ASIA EUROPE N. AMERICA (W/OTHERS)

1995 201 155 77 60 140 89 443 336

1994 168 125 136
f t t-

75
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(c) Proportional share of Japanese exports/imports, by region (%)

YEAR TO/FROM TO/FROM TO/FROM TOTAL
ASIA EUROPE N. AMERICA (W/OTHERS)

1995 45.4% 46.1% 17.4% 17.9% 31.6% 26.5% 100% 100%

1994 42.4 45.5 17.1 17.2 34.4 26.9 "

1993 40.9 45.6 18.7 16.7 34.1 27.2 "

1992 38.6 45.0 21.8 17.6 33.4 26.7 "

1991 37.0 43.8 22.9 18.2 34.2 27.0 "

1990 34.1 42.0 23.4 19.9 36.3 27.1 "

32.7 41.5 22.0 18.4 38.6 28.3

32.1 41.3 22.7 18.2 38.6 28.3 "

30.6 44.4 21.4 17.1 41.3 26.8 "

29.0 42.3 19.8 16.2 44.1 28.6 "

32.5 51.1 16.3 10.9 43.3 25.5 "

33.4 51.8 16.0 10.9 41.3 25.5 "

37.8 52.8 18.3 10.2 34.4 24.9 "

37.1 55.3 18.9 9.1 31.9 23.3 "

5 55.4 18.3 9.6 31.1 22.2
"4 I I

8.9 29.3 21.8
I I

38.0 57.1 119.4
f Finance and Emibassy calculations

Table II indicates a similar picture.
inquestionably a good year for Japanese
'9.7 billion, flows grew by 46% over the
ed Japan's investment in Europe for the
ýutsche Bank reported that, as a result,
se investment in Asia at the end of 1994
times that of the USA. The growth in
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TABLE II:
JAPANESE FDI TO OTHER REGIONS (FY 1981-94)

(a) Magnitude of outward FDI flows, notification basis, fiscal year
basis, by region (US$ billion)

FISCAL TO ASIA TO EUROPE TO NORTH TO LATIN TOTAL
YEAR AMERICA AMERICA W/OTHERS

1995 5.0 2.6 10.2 2.0 21.7

Apr-Sep

1994 9.7 6.2 17.8 5.2 41.1

1993 6.6 7.9 15.3 3.4 36.0

1992 6.4 7.1 14.6 2.7 34.1

1991 5.9 9.3 18.8 3.3 41.6

1990 7.0 14.2 27.2 3.6 56.9

1989 8.2 14.8 33.9 5.2 67.5
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(c) Proportional share of Japanese outward FDI, by region (%)

FISCAL TO ASIA TO EUROPE TO NORTH TO LATIN TOTAL
YEAR AMERICA AMERICA W/OTHERS

1995 23.0% 12.1% 46.7% 9.1% 100%
Apr-Sep

1994 23.6 15.2 43.4 12.7 "

1993 18.4 22.0 42.4 9.4 "

1992 18.8 20.7 42.7 8.0 "

1991 14.3 22.5 45.3 8.0 "

1990 12.4 25.1 47.8 6.4 "

1989 12.2 21.9 50.2 7.8 "

1988 11.9 19.6 47.9 13.8 "

1 no-7 1A c 10 7 A~ r l l)1A A
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Mergers and acquisitions activity by Japanese f irms in Asia was

also up (ta 58 cases) in 1994 after several years of decline 1
according ta the JETRO paper; the Asian proportion of M&A cases has
in fact increased sharply in the past few years, rising from 18% in
1990 to 33% in 1994 to 42% in January-Septeinber 1995. The battoza

line of all thi.s investment activity is the very strong presence of
Japanese firius in some Asian countries; Taylor for example points

out that Japanese manufacturers ezuploy 7% af Thailand's entire
workfarce and that one company (Matsushita) alone produces about 4%ô
af Malaysia's GDP.

1 -1- --- --- - - - ; 1+C , l--- Innc-tprw arowth

Ca 1
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Some argue that despite growth and liberalization prospects, the
natural limits of absorptive capacity (for capital and imports) and
supply of labour/resources (for export generation) in recipient
Asian countries will limit Japanese commercial penetration in the
medium term. Arguing against this view is the "flying geese" model
(named from the look of its charts), which holds that successive
waves of investment with differing targets will keep up the
momentum; although productive Japanese investment in a given sector
in a specific Asian country may fall after an initial surge, a high
overall level of investment can be profitably sustained.

One way to apply the model is to look at Japanese investment in
different countries. The original thrust of Japanese manufacturing
investment in Asian countries was to seek low-wage conditions for
simple assembly. At the time, that meant largely what are now the
NIEs. As economic growth raised labour and other operating costs
in these countries, and as other countries in the region developed
more favourable attitudes toward foreign commerce (eg by opening up
investment regimes and moving from import substitution to export
promotion), there was a shift to other ASEAN states, especially
Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia, while investment in the NIEs
dropped off. More recently, the same process has led Japanese
investment to favour China and more recently still Vietnam and
Myanmar. "Graduation" of production is ongoing: recent trends in
the Japanese electronics industry, for example, include an
increasing shift in production of high-tech computer peripherals
from Japanese plants to those in the NIEs; of TV sets from Japan to
the more advanced ASEAN states; and of cassette players from the
less advanced ASEAN states to China.

-- currently almost
akes less than 1% of

has recently risen
oject). Thus some
'DI results: Hong Kong
md Indonesia up 223%
India up 170%.
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products re-exported both to Japan and to third countries.
The attraction of such a xuove is clear even f rom current wage

differentials <Japan:Malaysia 20:1, Japan:Vietnan 50:1,

Japan:Myanmar 200:1>, and Japanese investment in Asia on this

basis stili exists, often inoving from one country to the next

as wages rise (the first "flying geese" application>. Asian
countries also take part in more sophisticated global assembly
prograus: Hitachi projection TVs, for example, incorporate
parts f rom Malaysia (chassis and circuitry) as well as the USA
andi Japan itself, but are now assexnbled in low-wage Mexico.

fr T' 'he second haîf of the 1980s aise saw a sharp increase in
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revenue generation. In the case of R+D facilities, there is
increasing recognition that locally-trained scientists and
engineers are often less expensive (and as Aiwa president
Unoki points out, labour costs are 90% of R+D programs,
compared to only 10% for assembly plants) . Joint R+D ventures
with the NIEs are also taking place (eg advanced chip
cooperation with Korean and Taiwanese firms). Although FDI
for the relocation of non-production units offshore is not as
yet a major factor for Japan, it has growth potential.
Toshiba announced earlier this year that its Singapore
subsidiary would become the world headquarters for its
videocassette business, for example, giving it authority inter
alia over units in Japan itself; this appears to be the first
instance of a major Japanese headquarters unit being moved
overseas.

Given these various factors, Japanese investment in Asia will in
fact probably continue to grow through the end of the decade in
both absolute terms and regional share. A survey released in
November by the Export-Import Bank of Japan (EximBank) on Japanese
businesses with a major international presence suggests that 70% of
their total new overseas investment in the next three years will be
in Asia, with eight out of the ten "most promising" centres for
investment falling in Asia (China, Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam,
Malaysia, India, the Philippines and Singapore), with the USA in
4th place and the UK in 10th. A recent Nikkei survey similarly
indicated that 42,7% of major manufacturers intended to open one or
more new factories abroad over the next few years, with a strong
proportion in Southeast Asia (46.9%) and/or China (47.6%) compared
to the USA (15.4%) or Europe (4.2%) . Another indicator is the
increased interest in Asia by the big Japanese trading houses
(shosha), which tend to act as match-makers for major international
trade and investment deals involving Japanese firms; in FY94-95,
for example, six big shosha (Itochu, Mitsui, Nissho-Iwai, Marubeni,
Mitsubishi and Sumitomo) brokered about US$20 billion worth of

a 1994 survey by
ted that much of
supplying either

plants in Asia
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Increased investment will in turn have trade effects. Although the

exact nature off these effects will depend on the relative weight of

the various types off investment outlined above, one would expect a

continued rise in Japanese exports off high-tech capital goods to

Asia, gradually tapering off, andi a permanent reduction ini exports
off certain goods that will now be produced offshore istead off in

Japan (Japanese exporte of consumer durables for exaiuple feli f rom

30% off total exports in 1985 to 20% in 1994> . There should also be

a sustained rise in imports off f inished goods (where Asia supplied

37% off Japan's import needs ini 1994, up froîn 20% in the early
1980s). Nomura Research estimates that by the year 2000, Japanese

subsidiaries in Asia alone shQuld be exporting about 6 trillion yen
worth of goode to Japan, almost 4 times as iuuch as 1994.

(III) REGIONAL BANKING AND FINANCE

As one would expeet, Japanese banIk capital markets show a siiuilar

picture to trade and investmnent f lows: a strong and increasing
înterest in Asia. Oba indicates that as off 1994, aggregate

Japanese bank lending to Asia totalled US$81 billion, or 39% off the
total supplied to Asia by ail BIS banks (by contrast, the USA
supplied 9%, France 10% and the UK 12%)>. Much off this Japaflese

funding went to Thailand, Indonesia, China and. South KQrea; it ini

f act represented respectively 57%, 55%, 40% and 31% off ail foreign
crnmrnial bank lendinq to these countries.
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eiuployees of the Japanese "city banks" (the top il in the country)
in Asia outside Japan increased by 42% to over 9000, and the nuniber
of regional offices rose froin 83 to 382. Asian operations
typically account for 20-50% of total international earnings at the
city banks, according to the survey, based on rates of return that
generally trail earnings in North Ainerica but rema-in well ahead of
f lat or negative returns in Europe or Japan domestically., Looking
at a broader list of Japanese banks, Asian branches/subsidiaries
amount to 37% of the overseas total in 1995, virtually the same
numiber of offices as in the Ainericas and up five-fold since 1980.
According to the Ministry of Finance, ail of the 20 Japanese
overseas branch banks opened in the first ten months of FY95-96
were in Asia.

Nor is the expansion over. Following the lead of Japanese f irxus,
many banks (including the Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi, Sakura,
Sumitomo, Asahi and Fuji) are now expanding operations in the less-
developed ASEAN states (such as the Philippines and Vietnam) and in
the next "f lying geese" states (eg China, Myamar and India) . The
focus is on both corporate f inancing and participation in pro] ect
financing syndicates organized by the World Bankc, the Asian
Development Bank, etc. Partnerships with non-Japanese Asian banks
are also growing; Sanwa Bankc for exaxnple recently signed an
agreement with the- Chinese Agricultural Development Bank under
which it will train the CADB's employees in modern banking practice
and become its trustee banlc for foreign bond issues. Non-bank
Japanese firms are also setting up in Asia. The Mitsubishi shosha
has for example set up a merchant banking joint venture in
Singapore to handle Asia-wide investment business, and 13
considering new investment funds in the Philippines and other Asian
sites. Sumitomo and Mitsui are followinî suit.

increasingly into Asian
s house, has for example
*s foreign activities in
roker for Chinese debt,
in Seoul, Hong Kong and
e Asian staff over the
on a smaller scale by

:o a sharp increase in



corparate parents or retained earnings as a source of capital. The
cornerstone af Nomurals expansion strategy is in fact reported ta
be offering just this sort of assistance ta Japanese subsiciiaries
hoping ta expand their operations in Asia.

Japanese banks and other financial f irms have played a key raie in
funnelling large amounts of Japanese investment dollars into Asia;
access ta such funds, traditional lending ties to the powerful
Japanese corporations increasingly active in Asia, and close
relationships with wealthy Japanese gaverment financial bodies
like the EximBank indeed provide much af these banks

t comtparative
advantage. They are not however without competitors. Western
bankers in particular have been more successful in a number of
specialized markets, including lead-xuanaging syndicateci lans (a
highly profitable area>. The iinancial markets of Hong Kong and
-qiniAannre. which were firlv zuinor regional centres in the ].ate
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Overail, as in manufacturing, a coinbination of high domestic cost
and close domestic regulatioi seeius i-n many cases to have made i-t
easier f or Japanese f inancial f irins to make money in of fshore Asia,
despite fierce competiti-on there, than at home.

(IV) GOVERNMENT RESPONSE

This paper began with a look at the economic realities because the
recent surge in Japanese economic relations wi-th Asia is driven
primarily by comimercial factors, flot by political decisions or
bureaucratic policy. This being said, the surge has certainly
become the subject of goverfiment debate, decisions and policy, and
i-s in turn affected by them.

The Japanese governinent is broadly f avourable to the expansion of
economic relations with Asia. The Goverinment has a number of
programs to encourage such developxuent, including financing
mechanisms, and has raised the profile of the issue by setting Up
special policy groups and studies. While there is on the other
hand littie public discussion by off iciais on potential down-sides,
debate exists on two main fronts:

<a> First, as noted i-n the Introduction, the economic drive
into Asia has become part of a larger debate between those who
accord a strong priority to maintaining relations with the
Uni-ted States as the unchallenged keystone of Japanese foreign
policy and those who favour a policy of balance that draws
somewhat dloser to Asian countries without abandoning existing
ties with the West. Econoxuic success i-n Asia thus becomes
part of the arsenal of the "pro-Asia" faction, linked to a
whole range of political debates (such as the role of the USA
i-n Asia> and on the economic side to such sub-debates as the
value for Asia of the Japanese model of economic development,
the creati-on of a "yen bloc" and the respective merits of APEC
and EAEC as vehicles for regional economic integration.



(i) Government approaches

At least certain sections of the Japanese goverment have clearly
concluded that economic relations with Asia need more guidance and
support. MITI created a new senior office, Counsellor for Asian
Affairs, last summer and staffed it with an experienced trade
officiai who is in charge of marshalling MITI research and support
for the Asian thrust, including development cooperation <MITI has
its own private ODA budget of about US$300 million for technical
assistance programs). MITI also set up last year a special
external advisorv qroup u~nder Professor Toshia Watanabe of the
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move is expected to have a major impact on investment in Asia.
Finally, another panel, under former Vice Minister Tadao Chino, has
been set up by the Ministry to offer technical assistance to other
Asian countries on fiscal and monetary policy and strengthen
Japanese ties with Asian financial markets broadly.

Other Ministries are also joining the fray. The Japanese media
reported last fall, for example, that the Ministry of Labour had
decided to extend its domestic job training assistance programs
through Japanese firms to local citizens of certain Asian states,
starting this year in Thailand and Malaysia. The Ministry of Post
and Telecommunication has recently announced a project to provide
interactive educational programming by satellite to China, Thailand
and other Asian countries, starting this summer.

There is meanwhile no shortage of advice from the business
community on what the Government should be doing. The Keidanren,
which has made Asia the focus of its international activities
(inter alia through stepped up research and high-level visits to

Asian countries of interest to Japanese business), set out a policy
last July for Japan's role in the Asia Pacific region. This report
included extensive recommendations to the Government for action on
domestic reform (to stimulate demand for Asian imports inter alia),
further deregulation of Japanese financial markets (to allow easier
access to Japanese capital), internationalization of the yen,
facilitation and encouragement of technology transfer, cooperation
on energy and environment questions, and active participation in
APEC's work on both the liberalization and development fronts.
(The Keidanren report also provided an extensive list of problems
faced by Japanese business in other Asian countries -- including
high taxation, investment restrictions, import licensing,
intellectual property and standards questions plus weaknesses in
infrastructure, capital markets, supporting industries and
educational standards -- which it clearly wanted the Japanese
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the ExiiuBank, and trade insurance extencled by MITI. As a general

remark, while support for Asian commercial activity through these

channels has long been significant, it is only beginning to reach

the levels that one would expect f rom the attention paid to this

region by Japanese business and media circles.

------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE III: ASSAC 18-4

JAPANESE OFFICIALS DEVELQPMENT ASITNEDISBUP.SEMENT(1894

(a) Magnitude and proportional share of total bilateral OUA

disbursements, by region (US$ miîllions and %)

IYEAR ITO ASIA IFTO AFRICA ITO LATIN TOT

8.
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Japan has been the world's largest foreign aid donor for some
years. In 1994, assistance to Asia made up over 58% of al
bilateral JapafleSe ODA, or about US$5.6 billion (see Table III).
This absolute nuinber represented a 3.5-fold increase since 1984,
and a 15% increase over 1993; almost haif the increase in Japanese
ODA since 1989 has in fact gone to Asian countries. Eight of the
top ten recipients of Japanese ODA in 1994 were Asian (China,
India, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, Pakistan, Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka, malcing up over 50% of total bilateral ODA, with
Syria and Egypt the other two) . Asia also accounted for 47% of al
trainees accepted under ODA by Japan in FY94-95, 56% of ail ODA
experts dispatched by Japan, 50% of ail OUA development studies and
89% of ail OUA loan commitments. This does flot count further
Japanese assistance through Asian multilateral institution such as
the ADB (tS$1.6 billion for the FY92-95 replenishment) or APEC (at
the Osaka Summit last November, Japan announced a special US$100
million fund for projects in APEC developing economies in the areas
of trade and investmeflt liberalization).

And this focus on Asia reflects strong support f rom the Japanese
public -- the Goverflment's 1995 foreign relations poli, for
example, indicates that 57% of respondents see Asia as the #1
priority for economic cooperation/assistance.

iould also be noted that the proportion of
going to Asia has generally been declining
the average for 1984-89, for example, was

me indication that this downward trend is
ased on shifting deveiopment demands and
Duntries added iast year to the iist of OUA
rapan holds formai annual meetings are al

Peru, South Africa and Brazil) ; of the
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Japanese business: 78% of its outstanding boans at the end af FY94-
95 and 82% of its disbursements that fiscal year were to Asia. The
top f ive countries in OECF lending were in fact ail Asian -

Indanesia, China, the Philippines, India and Thailarid
representing 56% af total boans outstanding and 66% of
disbursements. The OECF has funded significant amounts of Asian
infrastructure, including 45% of ail Indonesian hydro-electric
capacity and 83% of all railway construction in China since 1970,
and Japanese business has gained both directly (construction and
other contracts) andi indirectly (improved infrastructure for
business).

This pattern reflects close ties between Japan's ODA and business
communities. Japanese techxiical assistance (grant projects) must
be contracted ta Japauiese f irms (although sub-contractors can be
foreign>, and while Japanese f irins officialiy receive only a
comparatively sxuall proportion ai cantracts baseti on OECF boans
(27% in 1994), the much larger proportion disbursed ta firms in
developing countries (57% in 1994) is held ta include payments ta
Japanese subsidiaries. Further, the gavernment is setting up new
bus iness-oriented OUA mechanisms of the type advocated by the
Industry Structure Council <see section IV.1 above).

Although published data on EximBank financing is less revealing
than on development assistance, the broad picture is similar in
many ways. 0f boans ou~tstanding as of the end ai March 1995, which
totalled about 8.8 trillion yen, 35% were extended ta finance
economic linkcs with Asia. (By comparisan, North Aiuerica acoounted
for 21%, Latin America for 16% and Europe for 13%.) While this is
a very substantial sum af zoney, and one that has increased in
absolute terms every year since 1988, once again it represents a
declining proportion of total f unding: the Asian share in the
period 1985-89 for exampile was in the range af 38-40%. The same
trend was observable over the first nine iuonths af FY95-96: boans
for Japanese commercial operations in Asia (primarily in such areas
as petrochemicals, automobiles and electronics) were up a healthy
59% year-over-year, but boans ta the rest of the world expanded
even faster. Rapidly expanding Japanese operations in Asia are by
contrast likely ta be favoured by a recent indication that EximBank
f inancing would be extended directly ta foreign subsidiaries ofi
Japanese f irms <formerly only damestic Japanese companies were
eligible).

The Eximbank al.so provides some break-out on the typas of J.oans
offered by region. Four major types are offered: expart financing,
imuport f inancing and overseas investment loans (al. mainly for
Japanese f irms but also available to foreign baxrowers i.n some
cases) and untiad loans (for governments and other institutions in
developing countries, aoiuetixues with reduced interest rates). For
1Y94-95, financing for Asia was primarily investment boans anud
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untied loans -- respectîvely 36% and 37% of the Asian total. (By
coxuparison, Eximbank f iflafciflg relating to Europe was over 60%
linked to investmelt boans, while financing relatei to North
America was aliuost entirely linked to investment boans and imnport
financing-- 61% and 39% respectively.> To look at the same figures
another way, investuert boans and untied loans relati.ng to Asia
mnade up respectively 31% and 48% of Eximbank totals for those
categories (trade lending made up about 27% of its category) . This
pattern is about what would be expected given the recent focus on
investment, the development assistance linkages and the
comparatively high proportion of intra-firm (and thus internally
f inanced> import trade in Japanese econoicj relations with Asia.

Trade insurançe figures show a slightly different picture. The
total amount of Japanese trade underwritten in FY94-95 came to
about 19.4 trillion yen (US$190 billion) , of which about 36% (7
trillion yen) was for Asia. Both the proportion and (despite
gradually declining overaîl levels of trade insurance) the absolute
amount for Asia has increased steadily over the past f ive years,
for example froni levels of 26% andi 5.8 trillion yen 1990. The fact
that it is a short-terni oriented and demanci-driven niechanisni
probably reduces the "reaction tiume" off this channel in responding
to increaseci business interest in Asia. Nevertheless, it is worth
noting that trade insurarice for North andi Central Axerica (country
break-outs are not provided by MI1TI) reniain about 10% higher than
coverage for Asia, and that the growth in trade coverage for Asian
business in 1994 was only 1.4%s in yen ternis, less than the increase
for North/Central Anierica, Af rica or Ooeania, although better than
the declines registereci for South Anierica andi Europe.
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This sort of detailed economic-technology transfer segues into a
broader ideological debate concerning the applicability of the
Japanese economic developinent iuodel halus-bolus to developing Asian
societies. Saine analysts suggest that the Japanese Government isseeld.ng somehow ta imupose such a molel on the rest of Asia, for
both ideological and practical reasons. Johnstone for example
suggests that the basic tenets of Japanese developinent assistance
include the conviction that reliance on pure free-uiarket approaches
is inappropriate for the "immature" market economies of Asia, while
Japanese industrial policies provide an easier route to
modernization; he also notes that such an approach tends to
"harmonize" the interests of the developing countries wi.th those of
Japanese industry. Within Japan itself, the debate is coiuplex; the
bottoin lne tends to include both support for the concept and
denial that Japan has much role to play in fostering it.

The best-elaborated forin of the model, as codified in th~e World
Bank's report on "The East Asian Miracle", is actually an idealized
version of the Japanese historical approach, as applied in the
post-war era by economies such as Taiwan and Korea, which have
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Wada goes further in criticizing the Japanese model, arguing that
it may no longer even be appropriate for Japan at its current
developmental stage, when what the country needs most is to.accept
global liberalization and full market discipline. This line
implicitly echoes Krugznan's thesis that economio development on the
East Asian model represents an intensification of resource use
rather than a genuine paradigm shif t, setting inherent limitations
on the contribution it can make. Some analysts also argue that the
reality of the Japanese model, as opposed to the idealized East
Asian model of the World Bank, contaîns elements that few modern
economic planners would favour, such as a highly protected and
inefficient non-export sector, excessive government regulation
(written and unwritten) and a petrified fînancial structure. All
this being said, Wada suggests that many of the Southeast Asian
states have in fact adapted the better aspects of the Japanese
model to their own national characteristics, and can now join a
reformuing Japan in moving even dloser to free-market cap italism.
(The UNCTAD secretariat recently noted in this regard the growing
view that the East Asian model should be divided into Northeast
Asian and Southeast Asian variants.)

-d Japan and its economic activities in any event
ry to country in Asia. A Yomiuri survey hast spring
o Japanese business activity found comparatively
ngs in China, Malaysia, Vietnam, Thailand and
)ared with more negative feelings in Korea. In a
Dll hast summer on questions relating to friendship,
Dnomic partnership, Japan scored highly with
Thailand, the Philippines, Singapore and Indonesia,
lower with participants in China and Korea.

suggested that
.nology but not
>int echoed bv
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(4) The yen bloc

Another significant part of the debate over Japan's role in Asia
has been a discussion of what is terzued the "internationalization
of the yen" by its proponents and the "creation of a yen bloc" by
those who oppose it. There are various aspects to this debate,
including:

(a> the degree to which the yen should be used as a settiement
currency for trade between Japan and the rest of Asia. The
current level of yen-denomination already reflects strong
growth; as recently as 1970, less than 1% of Japanese exports
and aliuost no imiports were so denomi.nated, while by 1995 the
numbers had reached 38% for exports and 24% for imports. The
1995 numbers for Japanese trade with Asia further suggest a
regional influence: 48% of Japanese exports and 34% of imnports
are yen-denoiuinated. Oba suggests that rapidly i.creasing
intra-Asian trade relative to trade with th~e USA should
increase pressures for yen-denouiinat ion further, addtn.g that
80% of German export trade, for exaiuple, is DM~-denominated.
As a straw in the wind, the Ministry of Finance has clecided,
starting with the January 1996 nunibers, to publish trade and
current account nubers only in yen (dropping parallel dollar

to which
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of Australia officiai recently stated that 30-40% of the RBA's
foreign curreflcy reserves are now in yen-denominated assets.
To set this in context, Asian countries (including Japan)
currently occuPY six of the top ten spots in the world ranking
of foreign exchaflge reserveS, accounting for more than a third
of the global reserve total.

(d) a shift toward a greater weight for the yen in Asian
exchange rate calculations. Soine analysts argue for a phased
decoupliflg of Asian currencies f rom dollar-based exchange
rates in favour of the yen, based initially on changes in
foreign reserve holdings <as above) and revision of the basket
of currencies against which a given Asian currency is tracked.
Kwan points out by way of exaniple that in Taiwan, yen
weighting has risen from 6% in the early 1990s to about 30%
now. Such moves in the direction of yen-pegged currencies,
analysts point out, should reduce exchange-rate risks for
Japan's Asian partners eflgaging in yen-denozninated
transactions, and thus encourage both trade and capital
transactions with Japan.

argue that a combination of such factors makes
yen in Asia a matter of urgency, suggesting for
ýasing Asian trade with Japan, reinforced by
ional yen-denominated investment, will resuit in
s to be settled and thus a greater need for yen-
ves and a short-term T-bill yen market. This in
means that Japan needs to consider a broader
policy, in consultation with major Asian

1 cooperation is in fact beginning to emerge.
linisters' meeting in Kyoto in March endorsed
,es among monetary authorities in the APEC
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cost of imports f rom Japan, overheating from the surge of Japanese
investment and excess liquidity based on a surge of speculation in
Asian currencies.

In economic terms, a graduai increase in the use of th.e yen in
Asian economic transactions is probably both inevitable and
anodyne. Certainly the issue is under study in Japan. The April
1995 package of emergency measures for dealing with endaka stated
for the first time that the Government favoured greater use of the
yen in trade and dloser relations with the central bankers of other
Asian countries. MITI's Watanabe group, among others, has worked
on the implications of yen internationalization on trade and
investment f lows. Ministry of Finance officials (cited by Kwan>
have pointed out that the increasing use of the yen as an
international currency would reduce currency risks for Japanese
f irms that now trade heavily in dollar terms, i4hile also promoting
expansion of Tokyo financial markets.

There are also however arguments against increasing use of the yen.
These include the liquidity of US dollar, its easy convertibility,
the practice of pricing major global comuiodities in dollar teruis,
the im-Portance~ of financial markets that already deal in dollar-
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(5> JapaneSe participation in regional economic fora

The debate over Japafl'S raie in the Asian economy also covers the

question of participation in regional economic organizations. APEC
remains the mainstreaml choice, but other groupings with a less
Asia-Pacific and more specifically ail-Asian or East Asian focus
also have support in some circles.

APEC enjoys broad support in Japan in part because it embodies the

sort of globalizatian and liberalization dynaxnics that are promoted
by the export-oriented sectors of Japanese business and its

political allies. The Keidanrei July 1995 report for example
strongly supported APEC, while minimizing the role af governments
in its achievements, calling for a fairly cautious approach on the

liberalization agenda (but with MFN treatment af any resuits) and

concentration on trade facilitation efforts (but without forcing
the private sectar to implement any resulting coop>eration
agreements). The Keizai Doyukai report supported APEC as well,
arguing inter alia that it should be expanded in time ta include

Vietnam, Myanmar and other non-meuiber Asian states. Japanese

business also supports the various specifically APEC-related
business fora. On the governiuent side, both then Foreign Minister

Kono and then MITI Minister Hashimoto expressed strong support for

APEC's work and toured its East Asian capitals last year ta

encourage support for a strong outcome at the Osaka Leaders'
Meeting in November. The meeting, chaired by Japan, adopted an
Action Agenda to guide xmplementation of the Bogor declaration on
liberalizatian of regional trade and investment.

is without its detractors. A number
it is in fact a stalki.ng horse for

ze the region economicaJly. These
>temizatian of APEC, the growth af its
aznbitious liberalization agenda set
structive of the kind of looser and
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encourage less developed econoxuies to take part in the process

(which will uiean a signifîcant opening-up of their economfies to

global competition> and to facilitate their ability to do so.

The key alternative to the APEC approach has been the East Asia

Econoudc Caucus (EAEC>, proposed by Malaysian PM Mahathir in 1990,

which would include most of the East Asian meinbers of APEC but

exclude those f rom the Azuericas and Oceania. The organization is

intended to be economically less ambitious and culturally more

coherent than APEC. This proposal bas raised concerns among some

non-Asian APEC mexnbers, who see it as an attempt to reduce their

influence in the region. EAEC proponentS point out in reply that

they have raised no objection to NAFT-A, a similar sub-regioflal
grouping within APEC; one coxumentator has suggested that the

success or failure of NAFTA should in fact be used as a test for

the EAEC's potential, since both involved close eoonomic

cooperation among countries at very different levels of

development.
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outside the region." The study issued last fali by the business-

f unded JapaneSe Economfic Research Institute aiso straddled the

question by calling for a "soft landing"' on the EAEC concept

through the active mediation of Japan. This approach would include

guarantees to the USA that the EAEC would flot take up security

questions, EAEC (and NAFTA) positioning within the APEC structure

and participation in the EAEC by Australia and New Zealand. A

similar proposai was advanced by Nagatomi, who addecl 
that concerns

related to the EAEC's potential impact on regional 
security could

be assuaged by strengthening the ASEAN Regional 
Forum process. On

the other hand, a group of pro-EAEC Japanese business leaders,

including several prominerÂt naines, heid its first meeting last

spring and announced plans to lobby the Governinent and iink up with

simiarly-minded busin-ess leaders in other East Asian countries.

Japan's formai position bas remained careful over the iast year.

Then Foreigni Minister Kono attended an informai meeting with

counterparts f rom ASE~AN, Korea and China (Mahathir's envisaged core

group) in July 1994 to discuss the EAEC concept. On the other

hand, then MITI Mir'ister Hashimoto deciined to attend a pianned

informai meeting of trade ministers from the saine group in April

1995 (widely touted as the meeting that wouid set up the 
Caucus),

unless Australia and New Zeaiand were invited as well; as a result,

the meeting was canceiied. An officiai at the ASEAN Regional Forum

meeting in August 1995, speaking on behaif of Kono, told reporters

that Japan wouid not join the EAEC unless this had the 
approval of

ail 18 APEC meinbers. Hashiuioto meanwhiie had successful bilaterai

meetings with ASEAN economic ministers in Brunei iast 
fail on the

margins of their Ministeriai, without EAEC being proiuinent.

The EAEC forum may have had a partial resurrection, however, in the

context of the Asia-Europe -Meeting (ASE4) process, which brought
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participants in sub-natioflal bodies sucti as the Northeast Asia

Economic Forum <NEAEF>, which groups counterparts f roui North and

South Korea, northeast China, the Russian Far Eastern Provinces and

Mongolia. This forum, founded in 1990, muet last year in Niigata

and is focu~sing with the UNDF on joint 
econoui-c development of the

Tumeri River delta in the China-Russi.a-Korea border area. On

another front, Japan hosted in February 1996 a meeting 
of senior

trade officiais froin East Asian and Latin Azerican economies,

described as an attexupt to strengthen cross-Pacific econouiic and

environmental links, providirig a new regional focus.

tJnless the political situation in Japan changes radical.y, APEC

seexns likely to remain the key to Japanese regional involveulent, as

it has the support of the both the USA and most of Japan's 
Asian

partners. At the saine turne, Japan seems likely to mnove gradually

toward participation in new regional groupings provi.ded. they are

either sufficiently restricted in scope (like the NEAEF) so as not

to be seen as threatefling to major nori-Asian partners, or else

sufficieritly open in structure to include 
them. Japan seems likely

pro-iAsidl~I
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represented a watershed year for such f irms, in that their overseas

production ratio Was expected to 
exceed their export ratio (ratio

of compafly exports to, total production), 
a gap that is expected to

widen to 5% by FY98-
99 . The fastest shift in this regard 

will be

among asseumbly industries SUCh as 
maçhinery, autos and electrical

goods, which are expected to see a growth in overseas production

ratio from 20% in FY94-95 to 29% in FY98-99, while their export

ratio remains about constant at 26%.

At worst, if the pressures on unemployment 
prove irresistible and

economtic reform is delayed, support may increase for policies of

managed trade and eç0o 0'micallydistorting incentives 
favouring

domestic investment and maintenance of a traditional production

base. At best, kudoa will prove a major incentive to deregulation

and restructuring o-f the Japanese economy, with employment gains in

high-tech, knowledge-intensive and modern service sectors. Some

analysts have argued that kudoka has potential benefits in terms of

expanding Japanese eçconomc rel1at ions with the "Pacific Asia"

region and encoui'aging liberalization of the domestic economy,

suggesting that the Govemflment should take as a medium-terf

priority the goal of making the Asian offshore thrust 
compatible

with stable employiuent at home. This approach is ixuplicit in the

May 1995 MITI White Paper, which talks about Japan "speeding Up the

process of building a division of labour network that coverS all of

East Asia" while simultaneouslY addressing the crucial issues of

domestic structural reform. A similar position is taken in the

Keizai Doyukails November 1994 
report.

The Japanese Development Bank argued 
earlier this year that kudoka

was likely to slow down, given the rebound of the 
yen/dollar rate

f rom zuid-1995 levels. In any event, strong pressure f rom 
Japanese

business and from both pro-globalization and the pro-Asia spheres,
n rf liicika are unlikelv to have a strongly
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states and China) is in fact each other, followed by the United
States and then at a distance by Japan; the numbers for 1993, when
total exports by this group were US$442 billion, were 50% internal
(US$221 billion), 31% to the USA (US$135 billion) and 17% to Japan
(US$75 billion) . WTO 1994 numbers for a broader definition of Asia
(the whole continent less Japan, Australia and New Zealand) show
35% of all export markets and 33% of import sources as internal,
well ahead of other partners (the USA is the next biggest export
market at 24%, with Western Europe at 17% and Japan at 14%; Japan
is the next largest import source at 23%, followed by Western
Europe at 17% and the USA at 14%).

Thé TTR market has orobablv been the most important external
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investment capital since 1988 and Korea since 1990. The importance

af Hong Kong and Singapore as capital markets was noted earlier.

Even China, although stili a net importer, made external investment

approachiflg US$4 billion annually in 1992 and 1993. As a result,

the JETRO report indicates, 59% af the FDI flows within the regian

in 1993 were sourced fram other East Asian countrîes. (The

Economist estimate for 1988-94 is 51%.) Especially strong flows

were -otable f rom the NIEs to ASEAN countries, China and Vietnamn,

where the NIEs have generally been follawing the same "f lying

geese"' patternl as Japan, using FDI ta shif t production overseas ta

lower-wage ecanamieS. Asian campaflies even bought nine Japanese

firms with a total value ai about US$700 million in 1995, mainly in

high-tech sectars.

This theme af increasing East Asian self-develapment is becaiuing

calTman. Ogura for example recently estimated that two-thirds of

recent growth in the region has been internally-generated, and

ather analystS have argued that domestic savings rates have been 
a

mare important farce for regional growth than FUI (part af the East
Asian develapient theory>.

Further ta the pollîflg results mentioned above on Asian attitudes

ta Japaflese ecoflomic penetratian, there is also an undercurrent 
of

cancern in some Asian cauntries an the approach af Japanese
~~ Hii points out criticisins ai such firms for retaining
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Commerce Under-secretary Garten for example expressed concerl both

that the spread of a "Japanese model" could duplicate 
restrictive

practices across Asia, and that the Japanese were seeking to make

Asia "a platform for their commercial policy around 
the world" in

a direct "competitive race" with the United States 
. And a Business

Week editorial argued last year that "Japan's 
Asia tilt means the

end of meaningful negotiations to open Japan's 
econou'y" and warns

of a return by Tokyo to pre-war economic nationalism.

US concern over the Japanese economic surge in 
Asia is not likely

to be resolved separately f rom the broader is-sues that give it its

intensity -- including the future of the USA-Japan security

relationship and developznents in bilateral trade and economic
1 ~ ~ ~ 11. - 4l- MC niirtpd out bv a nuniber of
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VI IMPLICATIONS FOR CANADA

Canada is a medium-ranked player in the Asian game, and Japanese

regional moves will affect its economie interests.

The new patterns of trade between Japan and Asia do not seem likely

to affect Canadian exports and imports strongly in the near future.

(a) Certain of the basic industrial materials that Canada

exports to Japan, such as metals and chemicals, could be

affected to the extent that they serve as inputs to the

production either of such machinery and components (in which

case Canadian sales could rise slightly over the short term)

or of the consumer durables made by such machinery (in which

case Canada could see some reduction in sales to Japan as

production here declines, but should be in a position to

recoup sales to the newly-relocated plants, especially if

efforts are made to maintain traditional supplier contacts

with the Japanese firms in question). In neither case does

the net effect seem likely to be large.

(b) The major growth areas in recent Canadian exports to

Japan, and the areas of focus in the Action Plan for Japan,

are specialized high-tech niche sectors and "lifestyle"
sectors such as food and housing, rather than the traditional
ronn1mpr durables that form the focus of increasing Asian
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The thrust of Japanese f irms into Asia meanwhile suggests increased
possibilities for third-county cooperation with Canadian f irms in
these markets. The key here will be to find mnatches where Canadian
f irms can supply specialized skills and experience (eg in
environmental technologies) that supplement Japanese corporate
strengths and goals. If Japanese ODA and Exiui3ank f inancing for
Asian projects are increased, this will of course give a boost to
such possibilities, and the Cariadian Goverruuent can facilitate the
process to a certain extent through suggesting corporate match-ups,
promoting greater bilateral cooperation on development assistance
programs and ensuring that Canadian f irms are aware of Japanese
financing opportunities. (Canada/Japan joint seminars for business
on such issues were held across Canada in Decezuber.> Given the
Japanese Governmert approach on the Asian economic thrust,
however, and the fact that most Japanese financing (whether private
sector or governmental) for major overseas projects is company-
initiated, Canadian f iras themselves will have to take the lead in
approaching and establishing relationships with potential Japanese
corporate partners; a strategy eiphasizing pri2mari.ly governiuent
contact will be a non-starter.

0 , ' 1A - , - v'ý A_rt riae ryr4>2-r oizi f th- vpn continue <whether or
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While some Japanese analysts for exainple suggest that Japan is "flot

quite Asian"' givefi a lengthy period of isolation 
followed by 100

years of rapid industrializatioi and intensive contact with the

West, it is also true that the degree of Japanese academic and

governmntal interest in Asia has probably not been higher since

the end of World War II. Abegglen cites Huntingdon's "Clash of

Civilizations" article on the uniqueness of 
Japanese civilization

and the constraintS this places on Japan's participation in

regional integration. He adcls that "Japan is in but flot of Asia" -

- the closest parallel being perhaps that of England to Europe.

Just as the UK has drawi doser to the EU economically while

asserting an independefit political stance, it is argued that Japan

will ciraw ecollolically closer to Asia, based on the practical

realities of day-to-day commuerce, while continuing 
to maintain its

own sui generis political and diplomatic identity.

In terms of public opinion, the Government's April 1995 foreign

policy survey reveals that a high and growing percentage of

Japanese support a global ecoflolic orientation for the country,

either directly or "as a mexuber of the Asia-Pacific region"' (a

total of 68.5% in 1994, up from, 63.0% in 1993), while the

proportion of those favouring an explicitly Asian economic approach

is smaller and falling (down froxu 15.4% in 1EU:Tto 10.9% in 1994).

In suxu, the current surge of Japan's involvemerit in Asia should

probably be seen more as a rebalancing (following comparative post-

war isolation f rom the continent) than as a seismîc shift. Japan

is geographically Asian, but politically and economîcally 
it is an

indepeidelit power committed to global engagement. 
While Japan may

therefore emphasize Asian values and connections 
more as the 2lst

century dawns, and while it will certainly take advantage of

opportunities to make economic gains in Asian commerce, in broad

terms it seems likely to reluain coznmitted to a modern Western-

oriented approach, as a sui generis but successful practitioner of

a modified market capitaiTmi. Das- y-a (shedding the West,

entering Asia> may enjoy cyclia our as a slogan ta rally

nationalists, but (in the economy at least> the Meiji acceptance of

Datsu-a nyu-o seems urilikely soon to be reversed.
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APPEND IX: SOURCES
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article: "Implementing the APEC Bogor Delegation".
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Business Week, 10 April 1995, "Japan's New Identity" andc editoriù
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Far Eastern Ecanomic Review, 8 June 1995, "Nippan's Choice";
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International Herald Tribune, 16 November 1995, "Japanese
Makers Apply Brakes" (on attitudes ta APEC liberalization).
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